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Meet Cher

WELCOME AND
CONGRATULATIONS!

 

I am so glad you decided to invest in
yourself and your business by
downloading this workbook! It can be so
hard to take time to work on your business,
and it's one of the most important things
that you, as a service-based entrepreneur,
can do!

This is what I'm all about. My passion is
helping service-based entrepreneurs like
you tap into your excellence so you attract
clients you love & work less to create more:
more impact, more freedom, more profit.

If you've ever felt like you're drowning in
your business - overwhelmed and
frustrated with your progress... I see you.

If you've ever felt like this "entrepreneur
thing" must be easier, must be better...
You're right!

This PDF is designed to support you as you
begin to transform your mindset to one of
business success - so dig in!

Flourish in business AND in life!
You can have a business that loves you back!

Cher Cunningham
vision  |  strategy  |  mindset



Childhood and the Entrepreneur

What to notice in the world
What opportunities to pursue
Your worth and power
Your ability to grow and change and achieve
How make decisions
What feels safe

Whether your childhood was idyllic or abusive, whether your parents were amazing
or absent, the fact remains: no parent is perfect. In fact, a lot of the things that
parents used to believe were “good parenting” have left us all ready to work a 9-5, but
not particularly prepared for something as bold and brilliant as entrepreneurship.

If you’ve been wondering why you’re struggling so hard to step into your authority
as an entrepreneur and create the success you envision, here’s the secret reason: a
lot of the rules you are unconsciously living by... were designed by a small child! 

In our first 7 years of life, our brains are wiring our experiences into meaning,
forging a base of understanding and turning that understanding into rigid rules as
to who we’re supposed to be and how we’re supposed to live. 

That basic childhood program, a program you never consciously created, tells your
brain: 

It basically runs the show. 

And it’s still running in your life today. The good news is, once you start to see it, you
can start to consciously change it.

As children, our story may shape who we become, but as adults, we can shape our
story. We can’t change what happened in the past, but we can remove the hold it has
over us in our current lives.
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Gold Star Syndrome
Perfectionism
Fear of Asking for Help
The Permission Paradigm
Fear of Failure

The thing is, despite the fact that everyone has these struggles to some degree, very
few of us ever get the user manual we need to reprogram those old beliefs, fears,
emotions, traumas and make a coherent and integrated story of who we are and how
the world works... for us. This is the first chapter of that user manual.

Becoming aware is actually the first step in reprogramming. Once you start noticing
all the beliefs that are holding you back, you start to notice the program that’s
running below the surface. You begin to become conscious of the patterns you’ve
become trapped in. 

(The bonus Limiting Belief Journal in this package will help you unearth your
personal limiting beliefs, and help you to cultivate that consciousness. So don’t forget
to check that out at the end!)

Many of the beliefs and behaviours we internalize as children are in direct opposition
to the beliefs and behaviours you need in order to thrive, or even survive, as a
business owner! It’s not just that you’re “missing” something. It’s that the unconscious
programming that’s running the show is actually getting in your way.

There are a lot of ways our childhood experiences can create programming that
hinders us. Most of these come in the context of our parents and our teachers. We’re
going to touch on the five biggest offenders:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Plus, a BONUS #6: Emotional Gaslighting.

In each of these, we will uncover how to begin to resource yourself in these areas, and
start to reprogram those old childhood behaviours and beliefs to better match the
bold and brilliant “you” that you’ve grown up to be! Sound good? Let's go.

95% of our behaviour is unconscious, so becoming conscious is unusual.
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We've been programmed for external validation.

As a result, instead of trusting ourselves, we're

constantly trying to do what's expected, and

seeking approval from other instead of inner

alignment.

 By grounding into your own power and

cultivating self-trust, you can begin to take the

aligned action that allows you to show up bold

and brilliant in your business.

3 core takeaways here are:

1.

2.

3.
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Gold Star Syndrome
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What is Gold Star Syndrome? It is that tendency of teachers and parents to
create an external reward for doing something that would otherwise be a
source of pride in and of itself. This includes things like sticker chart reward
systems or excessive praise.

Wait… praise and reward systems are bad?

I’ll take a moderate approach and say that, in some cases, they can be.
Especially when they’re applied to everything. The problem is that we lose our
internal motivations. We don’t strive to outdo the project rubric. We stop
doing things for the pleasure of doing them. We stop looking within to
determine what is good or productive or worthy. We become inside-the-box
thinkers, afraid of taking risks, unable to trust ourselves and our ideas. We
lose the ability to find the joy in doing, and lose motivation when we aren’t
seeing the progress (the gold star) we’re expecting.

When our unconscious programs tell us that validation comes
from outside us, we have a harder time looking in.

The result is that, as adults, we’re still trying to do what's expected, watching
for judgement, questioning ourselves. We memorize business tactics instead
of giving ourselves permission to think critically and outside the box. We
often give up too soon and too easily, and jump from technique to technique
like the Energizer bunny, searching for the immediate gratification of the gold
success star, and feeling like a failure when it doesn’t come right away. 

You might seek approval for your ideas from other (non-entrepreneurial type)
people before you feel like you can move forward. Like someone outside of you
has to give you the okay before you can really trust the path that you want to
follow.
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Never mind searching for who you are. Search for the
person you aspire to be.

– Robert Brault



If you do manage to take action, your fears of failure and judgement can turn
you vanilla - trying to please everyone and then not standing out in the
marketplace no matter how great you are at what you do.

Shift the Program:

The desire for approval is inherently human; you’re never going to get rid of
that. But the need for approval can be shifted. We do that by standing in our
own power. The more we ground into our own power, the more we begin to
trust ourselves and the less we feel the need to rely on external validation.

Ask yourself the following questions, and write down the answers:
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What do I care about?
What do I stand for?
What issue in my field breaks my heart?
How do I use my business to fix this?

Challenge Yourself:

Make a post on your social media, or send out an email to your newsletter, and
share some of what you came up with. Don't wait with bated breath for
validation or approval. Close your social media or your email program once
it's out there, and go do something else. Focus on how it feels to stand
unabashedly in your truth.



Perfectionism is a fear-based response that

develops in our childhood, it says, "It's not safe to

make mistakes."

Perfectionism can lead to a lack of action in our

businesses, or to "safe" action that doesn't push

the needle on our progress.

You don't have to be perfect to be deserving of

your success; by grounding into YOUR individual

success criteria, you can ease the anxiety of

perfectionism and begin to take the action that

matters most.

3 core takeaways here are:

1.

2.

3.
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Perfectionism
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If you were "one of the smart ones" you probably struggle with perfectionism.
Labels restrict us - and the "smart" label can lead to a lifetime search for that
A+ in everything.

We’re taught, growing up, that perfectionism is an asset. 

We’re taught to be proud of it. But if you’re a perfectionist, you know the
stress and anxiety that wraps itself around you. There’s a reason people call
themselves a “recovering perfectionist” – perfectionism isn’t a strength.
(Attention to detail, responsibility, efficiency, organization… those are all
worth cultivating!) Perfectionism is a maladaptive way of managing the fear of
making a mistake. The fear of judgement. 

Perfectionism is not a personality trait. 

It’s a piece of programming that says, “It’s not safe to make a mistake. I can
never make a mistake.” It comes from a childhood where it was literally not
emotionally safe, for whatever reason, for you to admit to a mistake. 

Maybe you were consistently mocked or even innocently teased for your
mistakes as a child. 

Maybe your parents were the type to focus on mistakes instead of
achievements – “An A? Why isn’t this an A+?” “98% - what happened to the
other 2%?” 

Maybe there was just one isolated incident where you made a mistake and
it felt unsafe somehow. (Remember, this programming begins being laid
down from the moment you’re born! You might not even remember it
anymore, or it might be something so small you can’t see how it could be
significant, but to 3-year-old you, it was traumatic.)

Any of these things can be enough for your brain to go, “Nope. Mistakes aren’t
safe. We can’t make mistakes ever again.” And then the anxiety cycle begins.
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Struggling to commit to and take action
Getting trapped in the development phase of a project and never feeling
like it’s “ready”
Feeling like you have to learn more before you can get started
Playing it safe instead of embracing your personal brand of bold and
brilliant
Reeling away from anything that you haven’t already mastered – new
tactics or strategies
Resistance to showing up authentically
Feeling like you must consistently go above and beyond to WOW people or
else you’re disappointing them

You begin to believe that you aren’t enough. That you’re not worthy. You end
up on an eternal hamster wheel of fear that someone is going to “find out” that
you aren’t perfect. That they’re never going to look at you the same way again.
The pressure can be crippling.

The downsides of perfectionism can show up in entrepreneurship in a lot of
different ways:

And on and on…

SHIFT THE PROGRAM:

The first step is working on boundaries, communication, and alignment.

First, define YOUR criteria - what will success look like specifically for this
goal? This project. Forget about "going the extra mile," or over-delivering.
Focus 100% on defining success for YOU.

Identify your proprietary process of delivering excellence - not perfection.
Create a system around it, a way of ensuring that you deliver that process to
every client every time. Then you will know that you are successful each time
– in a measurable and observable way. No more frantic self-doubt. Just calm
certainty.
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Bonus: Clarify SMART outcomes with the client before you begin. I like to ask
them to write their testimonial in advance so we know exactly what success
looks like to them - and whether it is realistic and something we can create
together.

When you ditch perfectionism and unworthiness, this is actually a lot of fun
and one of the keys to your delighted client process.

Challenge Yourself:

Create something that you know isn’t perfect, and put it out into the world as
a first iteration. Give yourself permission to come back to it and fine-tune it
later. For now, get it out there and show your brain that it’s safe to not be
perfect. Notice when nothing bad happens. Take some time to reflect on the
feelings you experience around it – both when you do it, and later, upon
reflection, after nothing goes wrong.
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Fear of asking for, or accepting, help is grounded

in a fear that you aren't enough, and the belief

that you have to prove that you are.

Business success is very difficult to accomplish

completely by yourself; you're going to need to

accept help to get where you want to go.

Asking for help starts with knowing your

strengths so that you can comfortably engage

with your limitations and know that asking for

help with one area means being able to put more

focus on the areas in which you shine best.

3 core takeaways here are:

1.

2.

3.
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Fear of Asking for

Help
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Toxic levels of independence abound in entrepreneurs. 

A sense of “I have to create this myself.” There are certainly levels at which
this is healthy but as in any continuum (this one ranging from helplessness to
toxic independence) the polar opposites generally do not work. 

The fear of asking for help might come from a fear of judgement - “Others will
think less of me if I admit that I need or want help with this.” 

It can also come from a sense of pride – “If I don’t do this by myself, I won’t be
able to take full credit for it, or feel proud of it.” 

Or from underestimating how willing most people are to provide you that help
- a belief that you will ask, but the other person won’t say yes. That you don’t
deserve it. 

All of these stem from a fear that you aren’t enough. That you have to
somehow prove yourself worthy through your accomplishments.

This comes back to the external validation issues of the Gold Star Syndrome,
and the anxious fear of the perfectionist cycle. The pervasive fear that we’re
not enough – that we’ll only be enough when we achieve success (yet
somehow, no matter how much we succeed, the fear is always still there) –
generally comes from our childhood experiences. It’s something we’ve always
had in our programming, that has been built upon and reinforced by our adult
experiences.

The thing is, this fear of asking for help actually gets in the way of
our own success. 
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Vulnerability sounds like truth and feels like courage.
Truth and courage aren’t always comfortable, but they’re

never weakness.
– Brené Brown



Not having the resources and support to truly show up in the market
Limiting the results that you could create for clients
Performing services not in your strengths because you don't have partners
to refer to
Not receiving referrals and recommendations as a key source of clients
Wasting time fixing things you don't have the skills to fix

Recognize that real strength is found in vulnerability.
Identify where your core strengths are (ask me about resources on this -
that would be asking for help wouldn't it? 😉)

It results in: 

Shift the Program:

1.
2.

Knowing your strengths allows you to design a business and a life in
alignment with your core identity. This provides a powerful sense of self and
of self esteem that allow you to embrace vulnerability with confidence and
abundance (love).

What are your 3 core strengths?

Challenge Yourself:

Pick one struggle that you’re currently experiencing, determine the best (not
the easiest) person to help you with that struggle, and then reach out. 

Do you need a little more help around the house from your spouse?
Do you need to stop designing your own graphics and get something more
professional done?
Do you need an entrepreneurial friend to let you bounce ideas off of them
for an hour?
Are you realizing you might want to hire a therapist or coach to help you
move through the baggage that's holding you back? (Wink wink, nudge
nudge.)

Seriously, go schedule a conversation into your calendar right now
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As children, we have to ask for permission to do

even the most fundamental of things like eating

or going to the bathroom or speaking. As a result,

our brains are wired to want permission in order

to feel safe doing anything bold or new.

As entrepreneurs, this adds a lot of fear in the

form of imposter syndrome and self-doubt. 

By committing to mastery, and releasing the need

for permission, we can lay out a path that feels

right for us, and give ourselves permission to

follow it.

3 core takeaways here are:

1.

2.

3.

-4-
The Permission

Paradigm
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Impostor Syndrome – “Who am I to do this?”
Asking all of the wrong people for feedback
Taking more and more certification courses so you have the "paper that
proves you have permission"
Feeling like you don't have the experience, the testimonials, the
connection to start

“Can I have seconds?”
“May I go to the bathroom?”
“Can I speak?”
“Can I go outside and play?”
“Am I old enough to read this book/watch this show?”
“I’m hungry, is it lunchtime yet?”

As children, it was engrained in us that if we didn't ask permission, we would
be in even bigger trouble! Rules and expectations are obviously essential for
children, but many adults today grew up with very controlled childhoods,
where they didn’t have much agency in their lives. Even if that wasn’t you,
you’ve still been programmed, for the most part, to have permission before
you do something. 

It may be useful to learn to adhere to social norms and to follow the rules of
society, but it's much less useful to feel like you might be doing something
"wrong" every time you try to take a step toward your success.

This reluctance to act without permission can show up in business as:
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Success isn’t that difficult; it merely involves taking
twenty steps in a singular direction. Most people take one

step in twenty directions.
– Benjamin Hardy



Shift the Program:

Step One: Commit to mastery.

The path to mastery can feel like a rollercoaster as you flop back and forth
between feeling you know it and then feeling you know nothing. This is
normal. It is actually part of the path we go through to get to excellence and
mastery.

Plot the path to your mastery. See the hurdles and successes, the trial and
error, the learning and growth, the experiences and mentors on the path that
all of us committed to excellence are on.

Imagine that future point in which you have been working focused on
developing mastery, focused on building on your strengths for five years.
Float out into that future time and imagine it as if it is happening right now.

This is the person you are becoming. Honour that journey. We all start at that
first step.

Grit (the ability to commit over the long haul) is what makes the difference.

Step Two: Recognize that you don’t need permission.

Close your eyes and imagine a world where there are NO certifications. No
courses. There are only books and experience. 

What would you need to know or understand in order to meet your clients
needs? 
What are the gaps? 
Where are your current strengths? 

Take a rational inventory and notice all the ways you can already help people,
right now, without needing anything external at all.
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Challenge Yourself:

Take a break from “learning” and stand bold and brilliant in a phase of doing.
Focusing only on your existing skills, knowledge, and experience, what results
can you achieve RIGHT NOW for potential clients? 

Go do that.
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Your fear of failure is a voice in your head - and
it's probably not yours; it probably belongs to an
authority figure from your childhood.
Failure is not only normal, it's an essential part of
every success story. Failures are midpoint
moments, not the end of the story.
When we teach our brains to find the learning in
failure instead of the shame in it, we lessen the
fear that holds us back, and discover that we can
grow through failure instead of shrinking
through it.

3 core takeaways here are:

-5-
Fear of Failure
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Whose voice do you hear in your memory when you hear the words
"you are a failure"? 

Whose face floats into your thoughts? Odds are it’s either a parent or a
teacher – some sort of authority figure who you once were desperate to
impress (or maybe still are). 

Failure is a healthy and normal part of any project, any venture, and of life in
general. You can’t live without failing from time to time. You can’t succeed
without failing from time to time. Seriously. If you’re not failing, it’s because
you’re not taking any risks. And if you’re not taking any risks, your business
isn’t going anywhere. Taking risks is where we open the door to our creativity,
to our own innovative abilities. Risk and failure and success are all
irrevocably intertwined.

When we let fear of failure rule our decision-making, we’re
stunting our ability to grow – in our businesses and our lives. 

Fear of failure can lock us into a path long after we should have made
changes. It can blind us to innovations and iterations that would make an
“okay” product even better.

This fear can show up as a lack of commitment and a fear of being seen. It can
lead to wishy-washy decisions, or even no decisions at all. If you’re trapped,
hmming and hawing and knowing that something needs to change, but too
scared to take the courageous action required to create that change, it’s time
to clear out that authoritative voice telling you that failure is not an option.

Focus (the ability to absorb yourself in a project), and Grit (the ability to
commit long-term) are rare and valuable abilities. They are essential to
having that bigger impact. And they are pretty well impossible to connect to
in the midst of fear.  
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You are constantly creating results in your life, whether
by design or default.

– Mary Morrissey



Here's the first thing you need to know: Failure is an event - not a
person

There is a lot of shame wrapped up in the term “failure,” and the emotional
charge of the word can make it difficult to reclaim. 

Failure sounds very final, doesn’t it? 

“This didn’t work out, so I’m a failure.”
“This project is a failure.”
“My business was a failure.” 

After the word failure, there isn’t much scope for anything more to happen. It
sounds like the end. But it’s not.

Failure is a stumbling block. Failure can feel awful, but it’s also an invitation
to try something new. To get back up and persevere. To adjust your
perspective. It’s not the end. It’s the rising tension in the middle of the story.
We’ve been programmed to believe that failure is a reflection of our ability, a
judgement on who we are and what we’re capable of. But all failure really is, is
a pause. A chance to take stock and re-evaluate – to ask, “What can I learn in
this moment?”

SHIFT THE PROGRAM:

Step One:

Recognize that success is built from a multitude of failures. In fact, check in...
did the inspiration for this business that you are in now come from a failure in
your life? A recognition that it could be better?

Fear of failure is a fixed mindset behaviour. It is a very ego-based habit that is
tied to the belief that if you are talented, everything should come easy. (More
gold stars.) It negates the idea of intentionally developing skill.

Feedback allows us to see what failed and what would work better.
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Step Two:

Grab a notebook and a pen.

Revisit a failure that has stuck in your mind – maybe something recent, or
maybe a failure from a long time ago that has haunted you ever since. Take 10-
15 minutes to really learn from that experience. 

What you learned in the moment is probably invalid. Probably you learned
things like: “I’m not good enough,” “Nothing ever works out,” “I can’t count on
anyone but myself,” and so on. 

I want you to take everything you think you learned from that event – every
single learning that is about who you are (your worth and your value) or
about how the world works, and set it aside. Instead I want you to write down
all the specific things you learned about that specific situation and the
specific actions you took in that specific situation. Choose to be objective.
Forget, for the moment, about patterns, or any situation outside of that one. 

It might help you to imagine the situation happened to a friend, and they’ve
just come to you about it and in their despair have said, “Please, just help me
to figure out what went wrong and what I can do differently next time!” Write
it out until you know how to answer that question in a way that feels
empowering.

Challenge Yourself:

You know that idea you have in your head? That quiet one you never let out
because it’s too far-fetched? It’s too daring? It’s too bold? 

Sit down and develop one, short term goal, related to that idea, and some key
action items to commit to for this month. Schedule in time on your calendar to
work on it. Follow through.

Recommended Reading: Mindset by Carol Dweck.
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As children, we learn very quickly to squash our
emotions. As shame is attached to any big
feelings, we reject the experience and develop
mechanisms for avoiding all negative emotions.
The fear of experiencing that discomfort stops us
from taking the actions we know would lead to
success.
By processing through the discomfort and
proving to our brains that we are resilient and
powerful, we can reclaim our agency and step out
of fear and into action.

3 core takeaways here are:

BONUS:
Emotional

Gaslighting
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Parents often don't know how to deal with a sad, frightened, hurt, or angry
child. So, very often, they don't. 

They say dismissive or rejecting things like: 

"You're fine." 
"Everything is okay."
"There’s nothing to cry about."
"Oh, just ignore them, they are just jealous."
“Big girls/boys don’t cry.”
“Calm down. There’s no need to get this upset.” 

(Yes, this is all gaslighting.) 

You might even have been punished for crying or shouting as a small child
trying to figure out your big emotions.

We learn very young to suppress our emotions. 

Not only are they invalidated, but they are shamed – we’re made to feel wrong
or "less than" for having big feelings. And because we aren’t given space to
process through these moments, and because of the shame that gets attached
to them, these small events are more likely to leave emotional scars and result
in micro-traumas. 

This can lead to Emotion Avoidance.

We never learn to process emotions and learn from them, use them
to grow, so we avoid situations that could lead to negative
emotions. 

We don’t know how to cope with them, and we feel weak or wrong when we
encounter them, so we reject them completely. And in worse cases we even
avoid strong positive emotions - those could be embarrassing or have you act
in ways that are not as controlled – or we numb out all emotion entirely.
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Like all other childhood programming, we can work on this. When we have
objective tools, we can approach our emotions and memories from a place of
calm curiosity – and our defensive programming is less likely to become
triggered. This allows us a level of confidence in our ability to handle
everything – and diffuses the intensity even further. 

Labeling the trigger or emotion can add even more calm. When we
name our emotions, we ease their control over us. 

We can notice, by our ability to name them, that they’re an event, not an
identity, and that in every event we have agency and power. That triggering
feeling that takes over is a fear-based response. So everything we do to
reclaim our power in those moments diminishes the power of the trigger.

[Disclaimer: When I’m talking about triggers, I am not talking about PTSD. If
your trauma triggers are debilitating it is essential that you know that trained
therapists have real answers that can help you process those into the past.
Please reach out for their assistance.]

You might already see how this connects directly to your experience as an
entrepreneur. 

Avoiding negative emotions means we avoid rejection, judgement, criticism...
all things that an entrepreneur must open to every day.

Entrepreneurs do scary things - we do things like phone people, do sales calls,
make presentations, have difficult conversations - except when we don't.
Except when we put those things off, avoid them.

It sounds natural to want to avoid negative emotions… right up
until you realize how much that fear of feeling is keeping you
stuck. 

When you begin to recognize that you are strong enough to face those negative
emotions, that you have the skills and the tools you need to move through
those difficult moments with power and poise, they’re not so scary. And when
those negative feelings are something you know you can deal with… you start
doing the scary things.
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1. Visualization & Practice

This is NOT about will-powering your way through the fear. That’s a recipe for
anxiety and stress and burnout. 

The real solution? Get tools. 

Shift the Program:

My two favourite tools for working through these scary moments are:

Your unconscious mind doesn’t do a very good job of differentiating between
what’s real and what’s imagined. (That’s why it triggers your fear when you
watch scary movies, or your tears when you’re reading a sad novel.) This can
be a real pain, but it also gives us an amazing advantage. When we spend time
intentionally visualizing, we’re talking directly to our unconscious mind,
which means we’re already starting the process of reprogramming our brains. 

Imagine doing the things you’re avoiding… but with confidence and
poise.

Allow yourself to go through the worst case scenarios and imagine how you’ll
return to that place of power, how you’ll make it through and be okay. Ground
into how wonderful it will feel to look back later and know that you were
stronger than that moment. Teach your unconscious mind that you can do it –
and how. 

Allow yourself to imagine the best case scenarios. Teach your unconscious
mind that it is safe. That there can be benefits. That the worst case scenario
isn’t the only scenario. Teach your unconscious mind where your power lies in
those moments. That your strengths are bigger than your fears.

You don’t even have to 100% believe it as you do this. You just have to take
time to imagine it, and associate into the feeling of it. Of being in your power
even in difficult moments.
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2. RAIN + LAS

The RAIN + LAS is a bonus worksheet that I love to use with my clients, and
have included in this package. It’s a great tool to use each time a difficult
emotion arises. Through consistent practice, this will begin to happen
naturally - allowing you to quickly and fully process the emotion and take the
learning it is there to provide (if any).

You can also apply the RAIN + LAS process to past events. Re-remember those
old events and widen the perspective. When you visit a childhood memory as
an adult, you can bring all of the wisdom and experience back with you. With
this tool you can reframe that old event, re-parent the inner child, re-claim
the bold and brilliant part of you that was lost that day. 

While this is best done with a qualified hypnotist, you can use the RAIN
worksheet to create a coherent narrative of the event - this will process the
event and release the emotion as you integrate the learning the event has
been holding for you. Just move through the first 4 steps of the worksheet
when you are triggered. If a memory arises, remember that the memory is not
happening to you now and does not define who you are.

Challenge Yourself:

There is a revenue-generating activity that you’re avoiding – maybe several.
Pick one, and then apply one of these techniques to it. Do it today.

If you find yourself reluctant, immediately reeling away from this, book a free
coaching consultation with me and we’ll run through the technique and the
situation together so that you can get a feel for just how much power it
returns to you, and how bold and brilliant you can grow to be in these
moments.
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Emotional
Gaslighting

BONUS



This is a lot of information. And it's so important to take immediate action, so
that you actually begin to make the progress that's available to you today. 

Don't shelve it, but also don't try to do everything at once.

I advise you to first focus on just ONE of the five things I’ve talked about in
this PDF. 

Which is your biggest sticking point? 
Which one of these, if shifted, would make the biggest difference in your
ability to show up bold and brilliant in your business this year? 

Tackle that one first. Forget the other ones for the moment, and go all in on
challenging yourself, on growing, in one area.

NEXT STEPS:

If you’re ready to go all in, but don’t want to do it alone, click here to connect
with me for a free coaching call, and we’ll talk about your fit for a full
hypnotic Mindset Breakthrough. Together we will clear out those stuck and
triggered emotions, and ease you into the new beliefs and attitudes that are
going to lead to your success.

Your inner child holds gems of creativity, play, exploration, curiosity,
determination, courage, and a willingness to explore and look at life as an

adventure. Healing that relationship with your inner child is what unlocks
these resources while still helping you feel wise and mature.
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Taking Action

And above all, watch with glittering eyes the whole world
around you because the greatest secrets are always

hidden in the most unlikely places. Those who don’t
believe in magic will never find it.

– Roald Dahl

https://www.mindfulentrepreneur.ca/contact/


W O O  H O O !
You made it through this workbook - and that

means you are ALL IN on your growth!
 

If you're sitting there wondering, "What's my
next step?" - let's plan it out together. 

 

Book your FREE strategy call. Right now!
 

http://mindfulentrepreneur.ca/contact
 

Let's do this.
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